Materials Research Science & Engineering Centers support interdisciplinary materials research and education of the highest quality while addressing fundamental problems in science and engineering that are important to society.

Brandeis University ● Columbia University ● Cornell University ● Harvard University ● Northwestern University
The Ohio State University ● Pennsylvania State University ● Princeton University ● UC Irvine ● UC San Diego ● UC Santa Barbara ● University of Chicago
University of Delaware ● University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign ● University of Minnesota ● University of Pennsylvania ● University of Texas - Austin ● University of Washington ● University of Wisconsin - Madison

MRSEC Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU)*:
• 8-10 week paid summer research at MRSEC centers nationwide
• Experience cutting-edge materials research
• Build and develop professional skills
• Open to undergraduates in all science & engineering majors
• Click university names for more info
* must be US citizen or permanent resident
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